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NRF: STRONG LABOR MARKET BOOSTS ACTIVITY
  After an unexpectedly strong January, overall retail sales 
dipped slightly in February, but core spending rose amid a 
still-tight labor market, Chain Store Age reports.
  Core retail sales in February were up 0.5% from January 
and up 6.5% year-over-year, according to the National 
Retail Federation. (NRF’s calculation of retail sales excludes 
automobile dealers, gasoline stations and restaurants to 
focus on core retail.)
  The Census Bureau reported that overall retail sales in 
February were down 0.4% from January but up 5.4% YoY. 
Sales at restaurants were down 2.2% month-over-month in 
February, while auto sales fell 1.8%.
  Core sales in February increased in five out of nine 
categories on a monthly basis, and were up in all but one 
retail category (electronics and appliance stores) on a yearly 
basis, led by general merchandise stores, online sales and 
health and personal care stores.
  Sales growth has slowed in recent months, but consumers’ 
economic health still looks good, said NRF chief economist 
Jack Kleinhenz, who noted that February is typically the 
slowest month of the year.
  “Sales are higher than last year and that’s due in large part 
to the strong labor market, which means 
more income and spending,” he added. 
“We are seeing a decent trend for retail 
sales growth built on the upward revisions 
to December and January sales.”
  Kleinhenz advised, however, that 
seasonal adjustment factors the 
government is applying to the monthly 
data to account for irregular post-pandemic spending 
patterns make it difficult to accurately measure the strength 
of the consumer.
  Specifics from key sectors for February sales:
•  General merchandise stores were up 0.5% month over 
month and up 10.7% YoY.
•  Online and other non-store sales were up 1.6% month 
over month and up 8.5% YoY.
•  Health and personal care stores were up 0.9% month 
over month and up 8% YoY.
•  Grocery and beverage stores were up 0.5% month over 
month and up 5.5% YoY.
•  Clothing and clothing accessory stores were down 0.8% 
month-over-month but up 4.1% YoY.
•  Sporting goods stores were down 0.5% month-over-
month but up 3.4% YoY.
•  Building materials and garden supply stores were down 
0.1% month-over-month but up 0.7% YoY.
•  Furniture and home furnishings stores were down 2.5% 
month-over-month but up 0.4% unadjusted YoY.
•  Electronics and appliance stores were up 0.3% month-
over-month but down 2.2% YoY.
  Retail sales in January were up 1.5% from December and 
increased 4.8% year-over-year, according to the NRF.

CORE RETAIL SALES EASE, INCH HIGHER IN FEBRUARY
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Dollar Tree is no longer selling eggs in its stores as prices 
have jumped up to 60% since the fall. The dollar store chain 
has added refrigerated and frozen food cases as more 
shoppers turn to it for everyday staples. The price of eggs, 
however, has made them unaffordable for many Dollar Tree 
customers... Tyson Foods will close two chicken plants in 
May are part of a plan to improve its business results. “While 
the decision was not easy, it reflects our broader strategy 
to strengthen our poultry business by optimizing operations 
and utilizing full available capacity at each plant,” Tyson 
said in a statement... Kroger is teaming with Gatik to use 
its autonomous vehicles to deliver orders from the grocer’s 
new automated fulfillment center in Dallas to three local 
stores, giving the grocer the ability to add more same-day 
pickup options and more frequent deliveries to keep stores 
stocked. Gatik has rolled out 25 of the autonomous vehicles 
in the Dallas-Fort Worth market and it expects to send the 
trucks out without safety drivers on board sometime next 
year... Women’s apparel brand J. Jill reported that 2022 
sales rose about 5%, fueled by introducing a refreshed 
product offerings and achieving price parity across its range 
of inclusive sizes, said CEO Claire Spofford. The brand is 

eyeing future growth through continued 
inventory management and targeting 
shoppers on the younger end of the 45- 
to 65-year-old age group... Chipotle 
Mexican Grill began introducing its 
new limited-time offering of Chicken al 
Pastor at restaurants companywide this 
week, after testing the protein option in 

two markets last year. Customers ordering the new item via 
the chain’s app or website will qualify for free delivery from 
today through March 26... American Honda Motor said it 
will recall 448,613 vehicles in the U.S. and more in Canada, 
Mexico, Panama and St. Marten over seat belt buckles 
that may not latch properly. The recall covers the 2017-20 
Honda CR-V, 2018-19 Accord, 2018-19 Accord Hybrid, 
2018-20 Odyssey and 2019 Insight, and the 2019-20 
Acura RDX. A manufacturing issue with the front seat belts 
may prevent the buckle from latching. The surface coating 
on the channel for the buckle may deteriorate and lead to 
the belt release button shrinking at lower temperatures, 
documents show... Parkland Corp. bounced back after a 
volatile Q3 to finish the year with success on multiple fronts. 
The company’s 2022 achievements included a record Q4, 
expansion of its On the Run convenience store brand to 
650-plus sites, and completion of multiple acquisitions... 
Denny’s is upgrading its store environment, physically and 
virtually. The casual dining chain is investing more than $25 
million to upgrade and improve its kitchen equipment as part 
of an omnichannel brand refresh called “It’s Diner Time.” 
The effort is designed to drive the development of new and 
improved food offerings, while increasing efficiency and 
reducing food waste.
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NETWORK NEWS
  The 2023 Oscars attracted an average audience of 18.8 
total million viewers on Sunday night, pushing the show 
up 13% from the previous year’s figures, according to final 
time zone-adjusted data, which includes Live + Same Day 
numbers from Nielsen. The ceremony earned a 4.0 rating 
in the adults 18-49 key demo, pushing it to three-year highs 
in both total viewers and demo — up 5% since 2020. The 
telecast outperformed the 2023 Grammys on CBS by 50%, 
which picked up an audience of 12.5 million total viewers 
for the Feb. 5 show, and last year’s Emmys on NBC by 
219%, which brought in an audience of 
5.9 million last September. Among adults 
18-49, the Oscars bested the Grammys 
by 38% and the Emmys by 264%... 
CBS is getting a head start on boosting 
the profile of its new Justin Hartley 
drama, now named Tracker. Previously 
known as The Never Game, the series 
is scheduled to air during the 2023-24 
broadcast season. But the network’s 
marketing department plans to kick 
off the drama’s promotional campaign 
today during March Madness. Tracker follows a lone-
wolf survivalist named Colter Shaw (Hartley), who roams 
the country as a “reward seeker,” using his expert tracking 
skills to help private citizens and law enforcement solve 
all manner of mysteries. Robin Weigert, Abby McEnany, 
Eric Graise and Fiona Rene also star. The series is based 
on the bestselling novel The Never Game by Jeffery 
Deaver... Charity Lawson is getting another chance to 
find love. The 27-year-old from Columbus, Ga., has been 
chosen to lead Season 20 of ABC’s The Bachelorette. 
The announcement was made at the end of The Bachelor: 
Women Tell All earlier this week. A premiere date for 
Season 20 of The Bachelorette has yet to be announced, 
though ABC says the series will return this summer.

WSJ: STUDENT-LOAN BILLS ABOUT TO COME DUE
  The expected restart of student-loan repayments later this 
year could add to pressure on younger borrowers, who are 
already falling behind on debt in an era of high inflation and 
rising interest rates, The Wall Street Journal reports. 
  Americans in their 30s and younger are showing signs 
of financial strain. In Q4 they fell behind on credit-card 
payments by 90 days or more at a rate similar to that in 
2009, at the end of the financial crisis. Those borrowers 
also hold more than 54% of outstanding student-loan debt, 
New York Federal Reserve data show.
  About 40 million borrowers hold $1.6 trillion in federal 
student debt, with many of them owing hundreds of dollars 
a month. Most haven’t made payments on that debt since 
March 2020, when the federal government halted payments 
at the start of the pandemic. The suspension was extended 
several times by the Biden administration. But student-loan 
payments are expected to restart this summer after the 
Supreme Court acts on litigation challenging a Biden plan 
for mass student-debt cancellation.
  “It is unprecedented that you have a multiyear pause on 
what’s known to be a difficult debt for a lot of people, and 
it just turns back on,” said Kathryn Anne Edwards, an 
economist at Rand Corp.
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Fruit doesn’t belong in ice 
cream. You’re eating the ice 
cream to get away from that.

AVAILS
  WRAL and FOX50-TV have an opening for an Account 
Manager. We’re searching for an energetic and extremely 
motivated multiplatform sales 
professional. Candidate must possess 
strong presentation and communication 
skills and be able to work with advertising 
agencies, grow market share, and close 
new business and digital. The Account Manager will sell 
television time and digital/OTT/new media for WRAL and 
FOX50, and all digital platforms including WRAL.com. 

Generate revenue with new accounts by 
prospecting businesses. CLICK HERE 
for full details and to apply now.  EOE. 
E-verify.
  KCCI, the market-leading CBS affiliate in 
Des Moines, Iowa, seeks an IT Support 
Specialist. You will work with the 
Director of Engineering and IT Manager 
to support desktop users and end user 
systems. This hands-on position is in 
a fast-paced, news-oriented broadcast 
TV environment. You will be exposed 

to innovative technology with growth opportunities. Once 
every four years, our efforts include award-winning political 
coverage surrounding the Iowa Caucuses and general 
election. Join KCCI for the 2024 Election Experience! CLICK 
HERE to apply.
  WKRN -TV (ABC) in Nashville, Tenn., has an immediate 
opening for a highly motivated and experienced Director of 
Sales with a proven track record 
of success. We’re looking for an 
energetic, positive leader who 
will build on the success of our 
Broadcast and Digital sales team. A successful candidate 
must have excellent communication and leadership skills, 
and business acumen with a high sense of urgency. Must 
have strong interpersonal skills and be visible in the station 
and in the community. The Director of Sales is responsible 
for achieving all revenue goals by building a plan, 
communicating that plan, and driving that plan. Apply or get 
more info HERE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

ACCOUNT ACTIONS
  Two Mindshare clients, General Mills and Kimberly-
Clark, have put significant parts of their media businesses 
under review, Ad Age reports. The scope for the General 
Mills review is said to be global, while K-C is reportedly 
focused on North America. General Mills consolidated its 
U.S. account and a bulk of its global duties with WPP’s 
Mindshare in 2015. Mindshare also handles U.S. media for 
K-C and in parts of Asia; in October 2022 K-C moved its 
EMEA business to Omnicom Media Group. General Mills 
reported worldwide advertising and media costs of $690 
million in the fiscal year ended May 2022, according to a 
regulatory filing, while K-C’s global spend for 2022 was $901 
million. According to Vivvix, General Mills spent $328 million 
on measured media in the U.S. in 2022, a drop from $461 
million in 2021. K-C spent $188 million on U.S. measured 
media in 2022, a decrease from $224 million in 2021.
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GROCERS FOCUS ON PICKUP OVER DELIVERY
  Grocery retailers continued to shift their customers toward 
store pickup and away from delivery in 2022 as they seek to 
unlock the potential profitability of online grocery, according 
to Supermarket News.
  Although pickup and delivery vied back and forth for share 
of the digital grocery market through the first half of the year, 
pickup pulled away as a preferred method of fulfillment for 
customers during the last several months of 2022, according 
to research from Incisiv and its Grocery Doppio digital 
grocery data platform. Overall, 52% of all digital grocery 

sales in 2022 were fulfilled via pickup as 
opposed to delivery.
  Within, delivery, meanwhile, in-house 
fulfillment has gained against third-
party services, increasing from 23.6% 
of deliveries in August to 25.8% in 
December.
  Many grocery retailers continued to 
expand their partnerships with third-
party delivery services in 2022, however, 
as they sought to capture the growing 
percentage of sales that take place online 

and, in some cases, meet demand for rapid fulfillment of 
orders.

CFPB REPORT: MANY BNPL USERS STRUGGLING
  Buy now, pay later (BNPL) services have established 
themselves as a credit tool used by millions of Americans. 
Between Q1 2021 and Q1 2022, 17% of Americans borrowed 
using BNPL, according to a new report by the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau on consumer use of BNPL.
  The report, however, paints a not-so-rosy picture of BNPL 
users’ financial and credit health. While the survey found 
many BNPL users had relatively healthy personal finances, 
it concluded that “BNPL borrowers were, on average, much 
more likely to be highly indebted, revolve on their credit 
cards, have delinquencies in traditional credit products, and 
use high-interest financial services.”
•  The CFPB survey found that BNPL borrowers had an 
average credit score in the “subprime” range (580-669) while 
people who didn’t use BNPL had an average score in the 
“near-prime” range (670-739).
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Bank collapse? No worries 
here. All my money is 

tied up in the groceries I 
bought this weekend.

SURVEY: NETFLIX ESSENTIAL FOR SUBSCRIBERS
  A survey of U.S. streaming subscribers has found two-
thirds of Netflix users view the service as “indispensable” to 
meeting their household needs.
  Peacock, Apple TV+ and Epix Now were found to be the 
least essential services. Disney+ and Hulu were the only 
other streamers in the “essentials” list.
  “This is one way of comparing a service’s utility with 
that of its competitors,” noted Michael Greeson, veteran 
researcher and founder of Aluma Insights. “It says to some 
owners you’ve a bit more latitude when it comes to revenue 
optimization measures, such as cracking 
down on freeloading or increasing retail 
prices. It says to others there is great risk 
in significantly altering prices or service 
terms.”
•  The greater risk to less-essential 
services is plateauing monthly SVOD 
spending. Aluma found that in 2022 SVOD 
households spent on average $43.25 per 
month on the services, up significantly 
from 2020 but mostly stable vs. 2021. 
However, between 2020 and 2022, the 
percentage of SVOD buyers open to spending more declined 
from 14% to 8%, while the percentage planning to reduce 
these expenses increased from 17% to 25%.

OUTLOOK: LEGAL CANNABIS SALES TO GROW 14%
  Global legal cannabis spending grew 4.8% to $32 billion 
in 2022 and has a projected compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 13.2% from 2022 to 2027, according to BDSA’s 
updated five-year global legal cannabis market forecast.  
  Despite economic uncertainty and rising inflation, BDSA 
expects legal U.S. cannabis sales to grow 14% by the end of 
2023, resulting in a market size of $59.6 billion by 2027.
  “Legal cannabis spending slowed significantly in 2022 
due to rapid price declines across all markets,” said Roy 
Bingham, co-founder and CEO of BDSA. “Despite this, our 
updated forecast predicts strong growth in the U.S. driven 
by developing markets, particularly the adult-use markets of 
Missouri, New Jersey and New York.” 
  While legal cannabis sales saw rapid growth during the 
height of the pandemic, 2022 marked the first overall spending 
contractions in many mature markets throughout the U.S., 
with California, Colorado, Nevada and Oregon suffering a 
combined spending decline of 16.5%. Though BDSA expects 
to see a return to growth in 2024, U.S. markets are expected 
to grow slower during the forecast period.

AVOD TUBI TO HOLD FIRST ADVERTISING UPFRONT
  Fox Media’s ad-supported VOD platform Tubi said it would 
host its first-ever conference for advertisers, Tubi Connect, 
Thursday at Spring Studios in Manhattan, N.Y.
  The event, which mirrors network television advertising 
upfronts, will preview a half-day of content programming and 
how Tubi is connecting with the right consumer audiences 
and delivering brand impact at scale.
  Tubi has been projected to generate upwards of $1 billion in 
advertising revenue by 2024.
  Tubi, which Fox acquired in 2020 for $440 million, recently 
reported a 44% year-over-year increase in viewing (2022 
calendar year vs. 2021).

TUESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


